What is History

The ancient Church Fathers, who were obviously Jews, bragged about how they destroyed all the knowledge and culture that came before Christianity. What they didn't destroy they ALTERED to conform to Christianity. This was done by the Jewish doctrine of synthesis to blend what was left into the Jewish doctrine of control.

And they keep on altering and making up history to suit themselves.

"The story of Nero's persecution of Christians is doubted by Gibbon; and now a well-known writer in the Edinburg Review proposes to prove the "Annals" of Tacitus, from whence the story emanates, were forged by one Poggio Bracciolinni, who died in 1459, having for forty years been apostolic secretary to seven successive popes."

This is the problem with belief in the mainstream narrative of history. It is one long propaganda event by the enemies of all mankind. Remember, these Jews have been writing a lying narrative of ancient Gentile Paganism for centuries. A lot of neo-pagans make the mistake of being dumb on this fact. The most obvious is also something like the Eddas.....Oh gee let me believe a book wrote by a member of a Jewish cult that murdered millions of Pagans and then rewrote their history to suit the Jewish world order......
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